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Isotropic systems are structures which unify some properties common to 
4-regular graphs and pairs of dual binary matroids. We study the representation of 
isotroic systems by simple graphs. This representation involves local complemen- 
tations of simple graphs and properties of circle graphs. 6 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Isotropic systems are structures which unify some properties common to 
4-regular graphs and pairs of dual binary matroids. More precisely there is 
a subclass of isotropic systems associated to 4-regular graphs, called 
graphic systems, and a subclass of isotropic systems associated to pairs of 
dual binary matroids, called sum-decomposable systems, but there are also 
isotropic systems which are neither graphic nor sum-decomposable. 

Isotropic systems were introduced in [2] with detailed motivations. One 
of the main applications is a polynomial algorithm for recognizing circle 
graphs [3] which uses some results of the present paper, especially (9.2). 
There is another application to the theory of Tutte polynomials of binary 
matroids [S] which yields a solution to a conjecture of Las Vergnas [lo]. 
This application also uses results of this paper for counting orientations of 
isotropic systems. Other applications include the study of the split decom- 
positions of graphs and digraphs [4] in the sense of Cunningham [S]. The 
present paper is a basic exposition, and just contains an application to the 
graphic matroids associated with circle graphs (Section 10). 

The basic fact which underlies this study is that every isotropic system S 
is essentially described by a simple graph, which is called a fundamental 
graph of S. The set of all the fundamental graphs of S is obtained from one 
of them as follows. A local complementation of a simple graph F at a ver- 
tex v consists of replacing the subgraph induced by F on the neighborhood 
of u by the complementary subgraph. Two graphs are locally equivalent if 
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one of them can be obtained from the other by successive local complemen- 
tations. We shall prove that the class of the fundamental graphs of an 
isotropic system is a class of locally equivalent graphs, and that every 
simple graph is a fundamental graph of some isotropic system. Moreover 
the operation of taking subgraphs corresponds to taking minors of iso- 
tropic systems, where minors are defined in some respects as in matroid 
theory. Therefore it can be said that the theory of isotropic systems is the 
theory of simple graphs up to local complementation. 

If S is associated to a pair of dual binary matroids M and M*, then 
every bipartite graph whose color-classes are a base P of M and the 
complementary base Q of M*, and whose edge-set is (UVV: u E P, w E Q, 
P - u + w  is a new base of M}, is a fundamental graph of S. The other 
fundamental graphs are obtained by successive local complementations. 
Further, every bipartite graph is the fundamental graph of some dual pair 
of binary matroids. 

Let us consider now the particular case of graphic systems. If G is a con- 
nected 4-regular graph, and if ET is an Euler tour of G, let us define an 
alternance of ET as a unordered pair DW of vertices such that we meet 
alternately . ..v...w...v...w... when running along ET. We prove that the simple 
graph F whose vertex-set is V(G) and whose edges are the alternances of 
ET is a fundamental graph of the isotropic system S associated to G. Con- 
sidering a vertex u of G, there exists exactly one Euler tour ET’ equal to ET 
except at u. The fundamental graph of S derived from ET’ is obtained from 
F by a local complementation at v. The class of the fundamental graphs of 
the graphic systems is equal to the class of the circle graphs, which appear 
in different contexts (refer to [7]). 

2. BACKGROUND 

A l-element set (u> will often be denoted v. 
If V is a finite set then its power set 9”( 6’) is considered as a vector space 

over GF(2) with the addition (P, Q) --f P + Q = symmetric difference of P 
and Q. We also consider on P(Y) the bilinear form (P, Q) --f P Q = 1 P n Qj 
(mod 2). 

A binary matroid on the set V is a pair M = (N, V) where N is a subspace 
of 9( V). A base of M is a maximal subset P E V which includes no element 
of w(a). The rank of M is r(M) = 1 k/l -dim (N). The dual matroid is 
M*=(N’, V) where NL={P~Y(V): PQ=O for every QEN). The 
matroid obtained by deleting an element u E V is M\v = (N\u, V-v), 
where N/v= {PE V-v: PEN}. 

Graphs will be finite, nonoriented, with possible loops or/and multiple 
edges. A simple graph has neither loops nor multiple edges. The edge-set of 
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a graph G is denoted by E(G), and the vertex-set by V(G) or simply by V if 
there is no ambiguity. The neighborhoodfunction of G is the linear mapping 
n : 9( I’) + P( I’) defined by n(v) = {w : uw E E(G)} for every v E I’, and 
n(X)=C (n(v): UEX) if XE~‘( I’) and 1X1> 1. A cycle of G is a subset of 
E(G) defining a subgraph with even degrees. An elementary cycle is a 
minimal nonempty cycle. The set of the cycles, denoted by Z(G), is a 
subspace of Y(E(G)). The cycle matroid of G is M(G) = (Z(G), E(G)). 

We consider a 2-dimensional vector-space K over GF(2), and we provide 
it with the bilinear form (x, y) +x y such that x y = 1 if and only if 
0 # x # y # 0. For every finite set V we consider that the vector space KV is 
provided with the bilinear form (A, B) -+ A B= 1 (A(v) B(v): v E V). A 
subspace L E K” is said to be totally isotropic if A, BE L * A B = 0. An 
isotropic system is a pair (L, V), where V is a finite set and L is a totally 
isotropic subspace of KY of dimension 1 VI. Isotropic systems can be 
associated to pairs of dual binary matroids and to 4-regular graphs as 
follows. 

A vector A E KY is said to be complete if A(v) # 0 for every v E V. In this 
case,‘if X is a subset of V, we denote by AX the vector of KV defined by 
AX(v) = A(v) if v E X and AX(v) = 0 if v $X. We set A = (AX: Xc V}: and 
if N is a subspace of P(V) we set AN= {AX: XE N}. We notice that A is a 
subspace of K”. If S = (L, V) is an isotropic system we set r(A) = dim 
(L n a); r(A) is the rank of A. The mapping X-t AX is a linear bijection 
from P(V) into a. Two vectors A, BE KV are said to be supplementary if 
0 #A(v) #B(v) # 0 for every v E V, i.e., if a and 8 are supplementary sub- 
spaces of KV. In this case, if M= (N, V) and M* = (N’, V) are dual binary 
matroids, then S= (AN+ BN’, V) is an isotropic system [a]. A sum- 
decomposable system is an isotropic system which can be associated in such 
a way to a pair of dual binary matroids. The following equality proved in 
[2] for supplementary vectors A, BE K” and subsets P, Q of V will be used 
later: 

(2.1) AP BQ = P Q. 

Let G be a 4-regular graph, where each edge is decomposed for con- 
venience into two half-edges having one end each, the ends of a whole edge 
being those of its half-edges. If u is a vertex of G, then hv denotes the set of 
the four half-edges incident to v, and if C is a subset of E(G), then hC 
denotes the set of the half-edges constituting the edges in C. A transition of 
G at a vertex u is a pair of distinct half-edges contained in hv. Let gz(hv) be 
the subspace of P(kv) consisting of the even subsets of hv. A transition 
coding is a family (T,),, v of linear functions, T,: Yz(hv): + K, such that 
T,(t’) = T,(t”) if and only if either t’ = t” or t’ + t” = hu. For every cycle C 
we define the mapping r(C): V + K such that T(C)(v) = T,(hC n hv) for 
every v E V. 
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A coded graph is a pair (G, (T,),, V), where G is a d-regular graph 
and (C),, v is a transition coding. We proved in [2] that if 
L={T(C):CEZ(G)) foracodedgraph (G, (TV),,.), thenS=(L, V)isan 
isotropic system. A graphic system is an isotropic system which can be 
associated in this way to a coded graph. We now describe the main connec- 
tion between graphic systems and coded graphs by means of projections 
and touch-graphs. 

The projection of an isotropic system S= (L, Y) parallel to a complete 
vector C E K” is the binary matroid M(C) = (Prj( C), V) defined as follows. 
We take another complete vector DE K” which is supplementary to C. In 
this way C and D are two supplementary subspaces of KY, and every 
vector z E K” has a unique decomposition z = zc + zg, zc E: C, zg E D. We 
project L over D, parallel to C. The subspace Prj(C) is the inverse image of 
this projection through the isomorphism Q -+ DQ from Y(V) onto 8. In 
other words we can write 

Prj(C)= {QE.Y(V): CP+DQeL for some PEY(V)). 

In [2] we proved that Prj(C) does not depend on the supplementary 
vector D. We also proved that r(A) = r(M(A)). 

Let (G, (T,),, v) be a coded graph. A closed trail of G is a sequence of 
pairwise distinct half-edges, U = (h,, h,, h,, ,.., l~~,-~, h,,- 1), I> 0, such 
that {hzi, hzi+ i} is a transition and {h2i+l, h,,,,} is an edge for i=O, 1, . . . . 
I - 1 and the convention 2i+ 2 = 0 if i= I - 1. The vertex-sequence of U is 
(v,, 02, . ..> v~~-~) where vzi is the vertex at which the transition {hzi, hzi+, } 
is defined. The half-edges, edges, transitions, and vertices of U are defined 
in the natural way. An eulerian decomposition of G is a set D of closed trails 
such that each edge of G belongs to one and only one closed trail in D. A 
system of transitions of G is a set of transitions which partition the half- 
edge set of G. The set of the transitions of the closed trails of an eulerian 
decomposition D is a system of transitions, and conversely every system of 
transitions is the set of the transitions of the closed trails of a unique 
eulerian decomposition of G. Let A be a complete vector of Kv. The trans- 
itions t such that T,(t) =,4(v), where v is the vertex such that t c hv, con- 
stitute a system of transitions S(A), and we denote by D(A) the eulerian 
decomposition defined by S(A). It is clear that every eulerian decom- 
position is associated in this way to one and only one complete vector of 
K”. Finally we associate to each eulerian decomposition D a graph Tch(D) 
which we call the touch graph of D. The vertex-set of Tch(D) is equal to D 
and its edge-set is equal to V. The ends of v E V considered as an edge of 
Tch(D) are the closed trails of D which are incident to v. If A is a complete 
vector of KY, we set Tch(A) = Tch(D(A)), and we say also that Tch(A) is 
the touch graph of A. We proved in [2] that the projection M(A) of the 
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isotropic system S associated to (G, (T,),., V) is equal to the cycle matroid 
M(Tch(A )). As a consequence, if G is connected, we have r(A) = 
ImAN- 1. 

Let S= (L, V) be an isotropic system. A triangle of complete vectors at a 
vertex VE V is a set (A,, A,, A3} &KY such that A,(v), AZ(u), Ax(u) are 
pairwise distinct, and A,(w) = A,(w) = A,(w) for every w  E V-v. In [2] we 
proved that two of these vectors have equal rank, say Y, and the other has 
rank r + 1. Moreover, if A, and A, have rank r, then u is a loop of the 
projections M(A,) and M(A,) when it is not a loop of M(A, ). 

If u is a vertex of S and x is a nonnull element of K, then we define the 
elementary minor Sit = (LI t, V - v), where L 1; is the canonical projection 
into Kv-” of {AC L: A(v) =0 or x}. It has been proved in [2] that SlU, is 
an isotropic system. Moreover if we consider a complete vector A E K” 
such that A(v) = x and its restriction A’ over I/-- V, then M(A’) = M(A)\v 
where M(A’) is the projection of S’ = S(“, parallel to A’ and M(A) is the 
projection of 5’ parallel to A. 

3. GRAPHIC PRESENTATION OF AN ISOTROPIC SYSTEM 

A graphic presentation of an isotropic system S = (L, V) is an ordered 
triple (F, A, B), where F is a simple graph on the vertex-set V, and A and B 
are supplementary vectors of KY such that L = (An(X) + BX: XE 9( V)} (n 
is the neighborhood function of F). If (F, A, B) is a graphic presentation of 
S, then F is called a fundamental graph of S. In the next section we will 
show that every isotropic system has a graphic presentation. We now show 
that every simple graph is a fundamental graph of some isotropic system. 

(3.1) Let F be a simple graph on the vertex set V, let A and B be 
supplementary vectors of K”, and let L= {An(X) + BX: XE~(V)}. Then 
S = (L, V) is an isotropic system. Moreover, the mapping X + An(X) + BX is 
a linear bijection from 9’(V) onto L. 

Proof: The mapping X--t An(X) + BX is clearly linear. If 
An(X) + BX= 0 we have An(X) = BX= 0 because A^ and g are supplemen- 
tary subspaces of KY, which implies X = 0. Therefore the mapping 
X -+ An(X) + BX is injective, and so it is actually a linear bijection from 
P(V) onto L. Thus dim(L) = 1 VJ. 

Let P = An(X) + BX and Q = An(Y) + BY be two vectors of L. We have 
P Q = An(X) An(Y) + BX BY+ BX An(Y) + BY An(X). The product 
An(X) An(Y) is null because An(X) and An(Y) belong to a which is totally 
isotropic. Similarly BX BY = 0. Following (2.1) we can now write P Q = 
Xn(Y)+ Yn(X). 
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We have X n( Y) = C (u n(w): u E X, w  E Y). A product u n(w) is nonnull if 
and only if VW is an edge of F. Therefore Xn( Y) = lExrj (mod 2), where 
E,, is the subset of the edges with an end in X and the other end in Y. 
Similarly Yn(X) = lErxl (mod 2). But E,,= E, because F is a simple 
graph. Therefore P Q = 0, and so L is totally isotropic. Finally S is an 
isotropic system because dim(L) = 1 VI. 1 

A graphic presentation of a binary matroid M= (N, V) is a pair (F, P) 
where F is a bipartite graph on the vertex-set V and P is a color-class of F 
such that N= {n(X) + X: XE V\P}, where n is the neighborhood function 
of F. We call F a fundamental graph of N. The following property is a 
rephrasing of the classical result of Whitney [ 1 l] <about fundamental 
circuit sets. 

(3.2) Let M = (N, V) be a binary matroid. If (F, P) is a graphic presen- 
tation of M, then P is a base of M. Conversely, if P is a base of M, there 
exists one and only one graphic presentation (F’, P’) of M such hat 
P’=P. 1 

Figure 1 depicts a graphic presentation of the Fano matroid, where the 
base P is comprised of those points which are circled. Exchanging P with 
the complementary cobase gives a graphic presentation of the dual of the 
Fano matroid. 

(3.3) Let S=(AN+BN’, V) be an isotropic system associated to a 
binary matroid M= (N, V). If (F, P) is a graphic presentation of M, and 
Q = VjP, then (F, AP + BQ, BP + AQ) is a graphic presentation of S. 

ProoJ: Let n be the neighborhood function of F. A base of the subspace 
N is (n(w)+~L,~, and a base of the subspace N’ is (IZ(U)+U),~~. 

FIGURE 1 

582b/45/1-5 
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Therefore a base of the subspace AN+ BNI is Z= (An(w) + Aw),,~ u 
@n(u) + Bu),,~. Let A’=AP+BQ and B’=BP+AQ. For WEQ we 
have n(w) z P, and thus An(w)=APn(w)=A’n(w). Similarly for UE P 
we have n(u)~Q, and thus Bn(u) = Ben(u) = A’n(u). Therefore 
Z= (A/n(u) + B’u),, y. This implies that (F, A’, B’) is a graphic presen- 
tation of S. 1 

(3.4) COROLLARY. An isotropic system S is sum-decomposable if and 
only if there exists a fundamental graph of S which is bipartite. 1 

4. EULERIAN VECTORS AND FUNDAMENTAL BASES 

An eulerian vector of an isotropic system S = (L, V) is a complete vector 
A E K” such that r(A) = 0. If S is associated to a connected coded graph 
(G, T,),, ,,), then the eulerian decomposition D(A) induced by A satisfies 
0 = r(A) = ID(A)1 - 1. Therefore D(A) consists of an Euler tour, which will 
be denoted by ET(A). 

(4.1) if S= (L, V) is an isoropic system and C is a complete uector of 
KV, then there exists an eulerian vector A of S which is supplementary to C. 

Proof By induction on n = 1 VI. If n = 1, then every nonnull vector of 
K” is complete. Therefore L consists of the null vector and some complete 
vector B. The two other complete vectors of KY, say A, and A,, are 
eulerian, and one of them is necessarily distinct from C; we let A be that 
vector. 

Suppose n > 1. Let v E V, and consider the elementary minor S’ = S(&,. 
Let C’ be the restriction of C to Vjv. By the inductive hypothesis, there is 
an eulerian vector A’ of S’ which is supplementary to C’. Let {A,, A,, A3} 
be the triangle of complete vectors of K” satisfying A,(w) = A’(w) for all w  
in v\u. Suppose one of these vectors, say A,, has rank at least 2. Let B, 
and B, be linearly independent members of L n Ri, and let B, = B, + B,. 
Then each B, is a nonnull vector in L n ai. Moreover, one of them satisfies 
B,(u) = 0, which implies that A’ is not an eulerian vector of 5”. It follows 
that one Ai has rank 1, and the other two have rank 0. One of these two 
eulerian vectors, say A,, satisfies Ak(v) # C(u), and hence is supplementary 
to c. i 

(4.2) COROLLARY (Kotzig [9]). For every system of transitions T of a 
connected 4-regular graph G there exists an Euler tour ET of G with no 
transition in T. 

Proof. If (Td,, y is a transition coding of G, and if C is the complete 
vector associated to T, then we apply the preceding property to the 
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isotropic system S = (L, V) associated to the coded graph (G, (T,),, ,,), and 
the corollary is proved with the Euler tour ET(A). 1 

(4.3) If A is an eulerian vector of an isotropic system (L, V) then there 
exists a family (A,),, v of vectors of L satisfying 

(i) A,(u) Z 0 (VE V), 
(ii) A,(w) = 0 or A(w) (v E V) (w E v- v). 

Moreover (A ,), E y  is uniquely determined by conditions (i)-(ii) and is a base 
of L. 

Proof: For each vertex v let us consider the triangle t, of complete vec- 
tors at v which contains A. Since r(A) = 0, there is precisely one complete 
vector B, E t, such that r(B,) = 1. The subspace L n B, colntains precisely 
one nonnull vector A,, and we determine so a family (A,), E v of vectors 
of L. 

We have A,(v) # 0 since otherwise A, would be contained in L n a 
which has a null dimension, a contradiction with A, # 0, which proves (i). 
If A,(w)#O for s?me WE V-v, we have A,(w)=B,(w)=A(w) because B, 
differs from A only at v, which proves (ii). 

Let (A:),, v be another family of vectors of L satisfying (i) and (ii). Let 
us consider a vertex VE V and the complete vector C, satisfying 
C,(u)=A:(v) and C,(w)=A(w) for every WE V-u. Since O#A:,E~~ we 
have r(C,) > 0. But C, E t,, and t, consists of two eulerian vectors and one 
vector of rank 1: therefore C, = B,,. Moreover L n g, contains a single 
nonnull vector, and so we have Ah = A,. 

Finally let us consider a linear combination C = C (a, A, : v E V) and let 
us suppose that a, #O for some vertex v. We have C(v) = A,(u) + 
C (awAw(v): wzv). S’ mce A,,(v)=0 or A(v) for every W# v, the second 
summation is either null or equal to A(u). This implies C(v) = A,(v) or 
C(u) = A,(v) + A(v). We notice that A,(v) # A(v) since otherwise A, would 
be a nonnull vector contained in L n A, a contradiction with r(A) = 0. So 
we have C(u) #O in both cases. Therefore the family (A,),, v is linearly 
independent, and so it is a base of L because dim(L) = 1 VI. 1 

The base (Au)vGv will be called the fundamental base associated to the 
eulerian vector A. Its interpretation when (L, V) is graphic will be studied 
in Section 6. 

(4.4) The fundamental base (A,),, y associated to an eulerian vector A of 
an isotropic system S= (L, V) satisfies the properties 

(i) O#A,(v)#A(v) CUE V), 
(ii) A,(w)#OoA,,.(v)#O (VE V) (WE V-u). 

582b/45/1-5* 
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Proof Property (i) has already been proved in (4.3). Let us prove (ii). 
For every p E v\{u, w} we have A,(p) = A(p) or 0, and A,(p) = A(p) or 0. 
Therefore A,(p)A,(p) is null. This implies O=A,A,=A,(w)A,(w)+ 
A,(v)A,(u). If A,(w) is nonnull, its value is equal to A(w), and since 
O#A,(w)#A(w), we obtain A,(w)A,,(w)=l. Therefore we must have 
also A “(0) A,,,(v) = 1, and this implies A,(u) # 0. 1 

(4.5) If (F, A, B) is a graphic presentation oj’ an isotropic system 
S = (L, V), then A is an eulerian vector of S, and (An(v) + Bv),, y is the fun- 
damental base associated to A. Conversely ij”A is an eulerian vector of S then 
there exists precisely one graphic presentation (F, A’, B’) such that A’ = A. 

Proof Let n be the neighborhood function of F. If C is a vector in 
L n A, then there exists XC V such that C = An(X) + BX because C E L, 
and Yc I’ such that C= AY because CE a. Therefore we have 
A Y - An(X) = BX. Since A and B are supplementary subspaces of KV this 
implies BX = A Y - An(X) = 0. Therefore X= Y = 0, and so it follows C = 0, 
proving that A is eulerian. For each v E I’, the vector A, = An(v) + Bu is in 
L and satisfies properties (i) and (ii) of (4.3). Therefore (An(v) + Bv),, I, is 
the fundamental base associated to A. 

Conversely if A is an eulerian vector, let us consider the fundamental 
base (A,),, v and the simple graph F defined by V(F) = V and 
E(F) = {VW: A,(w) #O}. The definition of E(F) is unambiguous by (ii) of 
(4.4). If we define the complete vector B by B(u) = A,(u) for every v E V, 
then we have A, = An(v) + Bv for every v E I’, where n is the neighborhood 
function of F. Therefore (F, A, B) is a graphic presentation of S. The 
uniqueness of the graphic presentation with a second component equal to 
A is a direct consequence of (4.3). 1 

According to the preceding property, we define in the obvious way the 
graphic presentation (fundamental graph) induced by an eulerian vector A 
of an isotropic system S = (L, V). 

(4.6) COROLLARY. Every isotropic system has a graphic presentation. 

Proof. We know by (4.1) that every isotropic system has an eulerian 
vector. 1 

(4.7) COROLLARY. If S= (AN+ BN’, V) is an isotropic system 
associated to a binary matroid M= (N, V), then for each base P of M, 
AP + BQ is an eulerian vector of S, where Q = v\P. 

Proof This is a direct consequence of (3.3) and (4.5). [ 
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5. TRANSFORMATIONS OF EULER TOUFCS 

In this section we describe some elementary transformations which can 
be performed from an euler tour of a 4-regular graph. These transfor- 
mations, which were first described by Kotzig [9], will be extended to 
isotropic systems in the subsequent sections. 

We consider a coded graph (G, (T,),, ,,), its associated isotropic system 
S, and an eulerian vector A of S. We denote by ET(A)= (h,, hi, 
h 2, . . . . h,,-,) the euler tour of G induced by A and by VS(A) = 
(0 O, u2, . . . . uZI- 2) the associated vertex-sequence. We notice that each vertex 
of G appears precisely twice in VS(A). 

If v is a vertex of G such that v = vZi = vZj (i #;j) then the three pairs 
of disjoint transitions at v are P, = { {hzi, hzifl}, {hzj, h,,,)}, P, = 

((h,i, h,+ I>, {hzj, hi+ I> 1, and Px = {{hi, h,}, {hi+ 1, h,+ 11). The pair 
PI is contained in ET(A). 

If in the system of transitions of ET(A) we replace the two transitions of 
P, by those of P,, we obtain a system of transitions of an (eulerian decom- 
position {U’, U”} into two closed trails U’= (hzi, h,, 1, hZj+2, . . . . h,,-l) 
and U” = (h,, hzi+ 1, hzi+?, . . . . h,- ,). We shall say that the transitions of 
P2 split ET(A) at v into U’ and 17”. The splitter of A is the complete vector 
BE KY such that for each DE I’, the two transitions which split ET(A) at v 
are coded by B(v). 

If in the system of transitions of ET(A) we replace the two transitions of 
P, by those of P,, we obtain a system of transitions of a new Euler tour 
(hzi+ i, h2i+2, . . . . h,- i, h,, hzi, hzi- i, . . . . hZif2, h,, i). This Euler tour will 
be denoted by ET(A) * v, and we shall say that it is obtainled by switching 
ET(A) at v. More generally, if m = vi u2 .I)~ is a word on V, we define 
recursively ET(A) * m as (ET(A) * v,u2 . ..uq-i) * vq. The following 
proposition was proved by Kotzig [9]. 

(5.1) Zf ET(A’) and ET(A”) are euler tours of LZ coded graph 
(G, ( T,)L,E “) then there exists a word m on V such that ET(A”) = 
ET(A’) * m. 

6. ALTERNANCE (CIRCLE) GRAPHS 

Let V be a finite set. A double occurrence word on V is a word m where 
each element of V appears twice and no other letter appears in m. We shall 
not distinguish double occurrence words which are cyclically equivalent 
(i.e., one of the words is obtained from the other one by a cyclic 
permutation eventually followed by a reversion). An unordered pair vu’ of 
distinct elements of V is an ulternunce of m if we meet alternatively 
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. ..v...w...u...w... when reading m. The alternance graph of m is the simple 
graph defined on the vertex-set V whose edges are the alternances of m. 

A simple graph is called a circle graph if there exists a bijection between 
V(G) and a linite set C of chords of a circle such that E(G) = {VW: the 
chords of C corresponding to v and w  intersect}. We may assume without 
loss of generality that no two chords share a comon end. Then let us go 
once around the circle and construct a word m by recording at each end of 
chord c E C the vertex of G corresponding to c. The word m is a double 
occurrence word, and G is the alternance graph of m. The reverse construc- 
tion is easy to perform, and so it appears that the class of the circle graphs 
is equal to the class of the alternance graphs. The reader may refer to [7] 
for a study of circle graphs. Alternance grahs were defined in [ 1 ] for an 
algorithmic solution of the Gauss problem on self-intersecting curves of the 
plane. 

(6.1) Let S = (L, V) be the isotropic system associated to a coded graph 
(G, (T,),, ,,.), and let A be an eulerian vector of S. Let B be the splitter of 
ET(A) and F be rhe alternance graph of ET(A). Then (F, A, B) is a graphic 
presentation of S. 

Proof: Let ET(A) = (h,, h,, hz, . . . . h,,- r) and VS(A) = (v,, v2, . . . . v~,~~). 
Let v = v2r = uzj (i # j) be a vertex of G. The pair of transitions of ET(A) at 
v is PI = {(hx. hz+ I>, {h,, h,+ I}}, and the pair of transitions which 
splits ET(A) at v is P, = ({hzr, hz,+l>, {hzj, h,i+,}}. Therefore we have 
T,(t) = A(v) if t  E P, and T,(t) = B(v) if t  E P,. Let U’ and U” be the closed 
trails obtained after splitting ET(A) at v. One of these closed trails is 
Uf=(h2i>h2j+l, h2j+2, ...y hzipl) and its vertex-sequence is VS(U’) = 
(V=u~i~ U2jt2, v2~+4, ‘..> U2r-2 .  ) The set C, of the edges of U’ is a cycle. We 
consider A, = T(C,), and we claim that A, = An(v) + Bu where n(u) is the 
neighborhood of v in F. 

For every vertex w  we have A,(w) = T,(hw n hC,). Therefore A,(w) # 0 if 
and only if hw n hC, is a transition. In particular if v = w, we have 
hv n hC, = (hzi, k,, 1} E P,; therefore A,(v) = B(v). If w  #v and hw n hC, 
is a transition then it is a transition of ET(A); therefore we have 
A,(w) = A(w) if A,(w) #O. If hw n hC, is a transition, it is a transition of 
U’, and hw\(hw n hC,) is a transition of U”. This occurs if and only if w  
appears exactly once in VS( U’). Equivalently this means that VW is an 
alternance of ET(A). Therefore we have actually A, = An(v) + Bv. 

Let us associate as above a vector A, to each vertex v of G. Then (A,), E y 
is the fundamental base of L associated with A, by (4.3). Since 
A, = An(v) + Bv, for each v, we fmd that (F, A, B) is a graphic presentation 
of S, by definition of a graphic presentation. 1 

(6.2) COROLLARY. If (F, A, B) is a graphic presentation of an isotropic 
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system S= (L, V) associated to a coded graph (G, (T,),, v), then B is the 
splitter of the Euler tour ET(A) and F is the alternance graph of the vertex- 
sequence VS(A). 

Proof This follows from (4.5) and (6.1). 1 

(6.3) The following properties are equivaIent for an isotropic system 
s= (L, V): 

(i) S is graphic. 

(ii) Every fundamental graph of S is an alternance graph. 

(iii) Some fundamental graph of S is an alternance graph. 

Proof: The implication (i)+ (ii) is a direct consequence of the 
preceding proposition, and obviously (ii) = (iii). In order to prove 
(iii) =P (i) we consider a graphic presentation (F, A, B) of S, and assuming 
that F is the alternance graph of a double occurrence word m on V, we 
prove that S is graphic. 

We consider a cycle C with C with 2 j VI vertices successively labelled by 
the letters of m, and we identify every pair of vertices of C having a same 
label, obtaining so a 4-regular graph G on the vertex-set V. The succession 
U= (h,, h,, h2, . . . . h2,- ,) of the half-edges of C is now an Euler tour of G, 
and the word m is the vertex-sequence of U. Let M = (uO, v2, . . . . Q--J. 

We determine a transition coding (T,),, v of G in the following way. If 
v=u,~=~,~ (i#j) is a vertex of G, then the pair of transitions of U is 
PI=({~x~~z+I}~ {h,,h,+,)}; we let T,(t) = A(v) for each transition of 
PI. The pair of transitions at v which splits U is P, = { {hzi, h,, 1}, 
{h,, hzi+, } } ; we let T,(t) = B(u) for each transition of P,. Finally we let 
T,(t) = A(v) + B(v) for each transition of P, = { (h2i, hlj}, {hzi+ 1, h,,,}}. 
Let S’ = (L’, V’) be the isotropic system associated to the coded graph 
(G, ( TU)UE y). It is clear that A is an eulerian vector of S’ and B is the split- 
ter of U= ET(A). By (6.2), (F’, A, B) is a graphic presentation of S’, where 
F’ is the alternance graph of VS(A). Moreover F’ = F because m = W(A). 
It follows that (F, A, B) is a common graphic presentation of S and S’. 
Therefore S = S’, and since S’ is graphic, S is graphic too. 1 

7. SWITCHING EULERIAN VECTORS AND LOCAL COMPLEMIENTATIONS 

Let S be an isotropic system. For every eulerian vector A and every ver- 
tex u, the triangle of complete vectors determined by A and v is comprised 
of two vectors of rank 0 and one vector of rank 1. The two eulerian vectors 
are A itself and another one which we denote by A * v. We shall say that 
A * v is obtained by switching A at v. More generally, if m = v, v2 . . v, is a 
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word on V, then we define recursively A * m = (A * u1 u2 ‘. u,- L ) * uy. In 
the case where S is associated to a connected graph, it is clear that the 
Euler tour ET(A) * m defined in Section 5 is equal to ET(A * m). The 
generalization to isotropic systems of Kotzig’s property (5.1) is the 
following. 

(7.1) If A and B are two eulerian vectors of an isotropic system 
S = (L, V), then there exists a word m on V such that B = A * m. 

Proof. If A, and A2 are two complete vectors of KY, we consider their 
Hamming distance d(A,, A,) = I{v: A,(v) # A2(v)}1. We prove the 
property by induction on d= d(A, B). It is obvious if d 6 1. For d> 1 we 
consider a vertex u such that A(v) #B(v) and the vectors A * u and B * u. It 
is impossible for A(v), A * v(u), B * u(u), and B(v) to be pairwise distinct, 
since Ifl{O}l = 3. Therefore we have either d(B, A * v)<d- 1 or 
d(A * u, B * u) <d-- 1 or d(B * v, A) < d- 1. The induction hypothesis can 
be applied and the property is then proved in the obvious way. ! 

Let F be a simple graph, v be a vertex of F, and n(u) = ( w  : VW E E(F) 1 be 
the neighborhood of v in F. The local complementation of F at v is the 
operation which consists of replacing the subgraph of F induced by n(v) by 
the complementary subgraph. Let F * v denote the simple graph obtained 
by local complementation of F at u. For a word m on V we define F * m in 
the usual way. Two simple graphs F, and F2 on the same vertex-set V are 
said to be locally equivalent if there exists a word m on V such that 
F,=F, *m. 

If F is the alternance graph of a double occurrence word m = urn, urn2 
(Y is a letter, m, and ~2~ are subwords), then it is easily verified that F * v 
is the alternance graph of m * u := um,v&, where rS& denotes the word 
obtained after reversing nz2. Obviously if m is the vertex-sequence of an 
Euler tour ET(A) of a coded graph, then m * v is the vertex-sequence of 
ET(A) * v. In the case where F is represented by a configuration of chords 
of a circle, then after reversing one the arcs of the circle delimited by the 
chord labelled by v, we obtain a configuration of chords representing F * v. 
All these transformations have been described by Kotzig [9]. The 
correspondence between local complementations and switchings of Euler 
tours will now be generalized to isotropic systems. 

First we make some remarks. Let us consider the bilinear mapping 
(A, X) + AX from K”XP( V) into K’. If X and Y are two subsets of a 
finite set V and if A E KY, then we have 

(7.2) (AX) Y= A(Xn Y), 

and we point out that the term of the right-hand side of (7.2) should be 
interpreted as the result of applying the bilinear mapping to (A, Xn Y). In 
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particular if n is the neighborhood function of a simple graph F defined on 
the vertex-set k’, and if u and w  are vertices of F, then we have 

(7.3) (An(u)) w  = Aw if VW E E(F), 

(7.4) (An(v)) w  = 0 if VW $ E(F). 

Finally we let the reader verify the following property. 

(7.5) If n and n’ are the neihborhood functions of two simple graphs F 
and F’ obtained from each other by a local complementatiovz at a vertex v, 
then 

n’(w) = n(w) is VW $ E(F), 

n’(w)=n(w)+n(v)+w if VW E E(F). l 

(7.6) If P= (F, A, B) is a graphic presentation of an isotropic system 
S = (L, V), then for every vertex v of S, the graphic presentation associated 
to the eulerian vector A * v is P * v = (F * v, A + Bv, B + An(v)), where n is 
the ne~ghborhoodfunction of F. 

ProoJ We first verify that A * v = A + Bv. For every w  E V- v, we have 
(A + Bv)(w) = A(w) = A * v(w). The value of A * v(v) is not equal to A(v). 
Also A * v(v) #B(v), for otherwise the nonnull vector An(v) + Bu would be 

A 
contained in L n A * v, contradicting the fact that A * v is eulerian. 
Therefore A * v(v) can only be equal to A(v) + B(v) = (A + au)(v). 

By definition of a graphic presentation, L is generated by the family 
of vectors (An(w) + Bw),,, v. Similarly, if S’= (L’, V) is the isotropic 
system defined by the graphic presentation P * v = (F’ = F * v, A’ = 
A + Bv, B’= B+ An(v)), L’ is generated by the family of vectors 
(A’n’(w) + B’w),~ v where n’ is the neighborhood function of F’. Thus it 
suffices to show that L’ = L. We first verify that each vector A’n’(w) + B’w 
belongs to L, proving L’ c L. 

By (7.5) we can let n’(w) =n(w) + e,,(n(v) + w), where evw = 1 if 
VW E E(F) and e”,+, = 0 if BW $ E(F). So A’n’(w) + B’w = (A + Bv)(n(w) + 
e,,(n(v) + w)) + (B+ An(v)) w. By using bilinearity and (7.2 j(7.4), we 
obtain A’n’(w) + B’w = (An(w) + Bw) + e,,(An(v) + Bv). 

Therefore we have L’ EL. But (P * v) * v = P, and so we also obtain 
L c L’, which proves L = L’. 1 

Informally the preceding property says that an isotropic system defines a 
simple graph up to local equivalence, but we have to notice that an 
isotropic system may have distinct graphic presentations with equal 
fundamental graphs. For example, if we consider an isotropic system S 
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defined by a graphic presentation (K,, A, B), then the reader can verify 
that S has precisely six graphic presentations, each of them being defined 
on the fundamental graph K2. 

8. COMPLEMENTATION ALONG AN EDGE 

If X and Y are disjoint sets, we denote by X(X, Y) the edge-set of the 
complete bipartite graph defined on the color-classes X and Y. We notice 
that K(X, Y) = K( Y, X), and K(X, Y) = 0 if either X= 0 or Y = (21. 

DEFINITION. Let F be a simple graph and let VW be an edge of F. We 
set PO= (XE I’: x# w, XVEE(F), xw$E(F)}, P, = {XE V: XVEE(F), 
XWEE(F)}, P,= {x~ V: x#v, XWEE(F), xv$E(F)). To complement along 
VW is to perform the two following operations: (i) to replace E(F) 
by E(F) + E(G), the symmetric difference of E(F) and E(G), where 
G= K(P,, Pi) u K(P,, PJ u K(P,, PO), (ii) to exchange the vertices v and 
w  (i.e., each vertex which is a neighbor of v becomes a neighbor of w, and 
conversely). 

If F is bipartite we notice that P, = 0, so that G = K(P,,, P2). Further, if 
P is a chromatic class of F, let M be the binary matroid with graphic 
presentation (F, P). If we supose that v E P and w  E v\P, then 
P’ = P + {v, w} is a new base of M, and it induces a new graphic presen- 
tation (F’, P’) of M. The fundamental graph F’ is the graph obtained by 
complementing F along the edge VW. A direct verification of the preceding 
result would be easy, but it is also interesting to make the relation with the 
graphic presentations of sum-decomposable systems. This will be done 
in (8.5). 

The proof of the following fact is straightforward and is left to the reader. 

(8.1) rf F is a simple graph and VW is an edge of F, then F * vwv is 
obtained by complementing F along VW. i 

(8.2) COROLLARY. Zf F is a simple graph and VW is an edge of F, then 
F * vwv= F * wvw (or equivalently F * (VW)’ = F). [ 

In the case where VW is not an edge of F, it is easy to verify that F * VW = 
F * WV (or equivalently F * (VW)’ = F). We now extend these results to 
eulerian vectors (or equivalently graphic presentations) of an isotropic 
system. 

(8.3) [f P= (F, A, B) is a graphic presentation of an isotropic system 
S = (L, V), and if VW is an edge of F, then P * vwv = (F * vwv, A + x, B + x), 
where x = A{v, w} + B(v, w}. 
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ProoJ This follows from (7.5) and (7.6) by straightforward, but 
tedious, checking. We leave the details to the reader. i 

(8.4) COROLLARY. Zf (F, A, B) is a graphic presentation of an isotropic 
system, and VW is an edge of F, then P * vwv = P * wvw ((or equivalently 
P* (vw)‘=P). 1 

Again, it is easy to verify that P * VW = P * WV (or equivalently 
P * (VW)’ = P) if VW is not an edge of F. 

(8.5) COROLLARY. Zf (F, P) is a graphic presentation of a binary matroid 
M= (N, V), and if VW is an edge of F, then (F * vwv, P + {v, w}) is a new 
graphic presentation of M. 

ProoJ Let us choose two supplementary vectors A and BE K”, and let 
us consider the isotropic system S= (AN+ BN’, V). We know by (3.3) 
that Pr = (F, AP + BQ, BP + AQ) is a graphic presentation of S, where 
Q = VjP. Let P’ = P + {v, w} and Q’ = Q + {u, w}. It follows from (8.3) 
that Pr * vwv = (F * vwv, AP’ + BQ’, BP’ + AQ’) is a graphic presentation 
of S. The subset P’ is a base of M, and if we denote by (F’, P’) the 
associated graphic presentation of M, then applying (3.3) again implies 
that Pr’ = (F’, AP’ + BQ’, BP’ + AQ’) is a new graphic presentation of S. 
Since Pr’ and Pr * vwv are induced by the same eulerian vector AP’ + BQ’, 
(4.5) implies F’ = F * uwv. 1 

The preceding properties of the complementation along an edge are just 
those which we need for computing minors of isotropic systems. Further 
properties and an interpretation in terms of eulerian orientations are 
studied in [S]. 

9. MINORS 

Let S = (L, V) be an isotropic system defined by a graphic presentation 
P = (F, A, B). The problem is to find a graphic presentation of a given 
elementary minor Sl;. We use the following notation: F\v is the subgraph 
induced by F on V- v, and A\v (resp. B\v) is the restriction to V- v of A 
(resp. B). We let P\u = (F\v, A\u, B\v). In view of the following property 
we note that we have either x = A(u) or x= A(v) + B(a) or x = B(v) 
because A and B are supplementary. 

(9.1) If P=(F,A, B) zs a graphic presentation of an isotropic system 
S = (L, V), then a graphic presentation of an elementary minor Sl; is 

(i) P\v ifx= A(v), 
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(ii) P * v\v zfx = A(v) + B(v), 

(iii) P * vwv\v zfx = B(v), where VW E E(G). 

Proof Suppose A(u) =x. For each subset XG V, let a(X) = 
An(X) + BX, and n is the neighborhood function of F. Then L = 
{a(X): XE V). W e h ave n(X)(v) = An(X)(v) + B-X(v). The first value of the 
right member is either equal to 0 or A(u), and the second to 0 or B(v). 
Since 0 #A(u) # B(u) # 0 the projection of a(X) into K”-” will belong to 
L(“, if and only if BX(v) = 0, i.e., if and only if v $ X. For such X, it is easy 
to verify that a(X)\u=A’n’(X) + B’X where A’=A\u, B’= B\v, 
n’ = neighborhood function of F\v. Thus (i) is proved. Property (ii) is a 
direct consequence of (i) and (7.6). Property (iii) is a direct consequence of 
(i) and (8.3). 1 

The preceding property gives a graphic presentation for every minor of S 
even when v is an isolated vertex of F. Indeed, in this case, for every vector 
a=AX+ Bn(X), XG V, of L we have a(v)=0 if u$X and u(v)=A(u) if 
v E X. Therefore the three minors S’;, x E K\(O), are equal. 

Finally let us consider an arbitrary simple graph F on the vertex-set V, 
and the set of graphs 9 = {F * m\v : v E I’, m is a word on V}. There exists 
an isotropic system S whose fundamental graphs are the graphs locally 
equivalent to F, by (3.1), (7.1), and (7.6). Therefore the graphs of F are the 
fundamental graphs of the elementary minors of S. Thus (9.1) implies: 

(9.2) COROLLARY. By deleting a vertex v from a graph locally equivalent 
to F, we obtain a graph locally equivalent to either F\v, F * v\v or F * vwv\v, 
where w is an arbitrary neighbor of v  in F. l 

This corollary will actually be used in [3] for a polynomial algorithm 
which recognizes circle graphs. 

10. PROJECTIONS 

Let us consider an isotropic system S = (L, V) and a graphic presen- 
tation (F, A, B) of S. We want to express the projection M(C) = 
(Prj(C), V) parallel to a complete vector C in terms of the graphic 
presentation. This can be done as follows. 

(10.1) Let A and B be supplementary vectors of KY. lf’ (R, S) is a pair of 
subsets of V satisfying Rv S= V, then C= AR + BS is a complete vector of 
KY. Conversely, if C is a complete vector of KV, then there exists an unique 
pair (R, S) of subsets of V such that C = AR + BS, and we have R v S = V. 

Proof It is a simple verification. 1 
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(10.2) If (F, A, B) is a graphic presentation of an isotropic system 
S = (L, V), and (R, S) is a pair of subsets of V satisfying R u S = V, then 
Prj(AR+ BS) = ((RnX+ Snn(X)): XC V>, where n is the neighborhood 
function of F. 

Proof: The vector ,4 + BT where T= R\S is supplementary to 
AR + BS. Therefore a subset Q of V will be in Prj(AR + BS) if and only if 
there exists P c V and XE V satisfying 

(AR + BS) PS (A + BT) Q = An(X) + BX. 

Since A and B are supplementary this is equivalent to 

(i) RnP+Q+n(X)=O, 

(ii) SnP+TnQ+X=O. 

This implies 

Tn(RnP+Q+n(X))+SnP+TnQ+X=O, 

which is equivalent to 

(TnR+S)nP+Tnn(X)+X=O. 

SinceT=R\SandRuS=V,wehaveTnR+S=V.Andso 

(iii) P = X+ Tn n(X). 

Putting this value of P in (i) we get 

(iv) Q=RnX+Snn(X). 

Conversely the preceding values of P and Q satisfy (i) and (ii). Therefore 
Prj(AR + BS) is the set of the subsets Q satisfying (iv). 1 

If the isotropic system (L, V) is associated to a coded graph 
(G, (T,),,, b,), then we saw in Section 2 hat M(C) is equal to the cycle 
matroid of the touch graph Tch(C). Therefore (10.1) and (10.2) imply: 

(10.3) COROLLARY. If F is an alternance graph whose neighborhood 
function is n, then for every pair of subsets (R, S) satisfying R u S = V, the 
binary matroid ((R n X+ Sn n(X): XL V}, V) is graphic. m 

If we specialize this corollary to S= V we obtain a result proved by 
Jaeger [ 81. 
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